It is shown that plots of constant probabilities in the (sin 2 2θ13, 1/s 2 23 ) plane enable us to see eightfold degeneracy easily. Using this plot, I discuss how an additional long baseline measurement resolves degeneracies after the JPARC experiment measures the oscillation probabilities P (νµ → νe) and P (νµ →νe) at |∆m 2 31 |L/4E = π/2.
It is known that even if the values of the oscillation probabilities P (ν µ → ν e ) and P (ν µ →ν e ) are exactly given, we cannot determine uniquely the values of the oscillation parameters due to eightfold parameter degeneracy. To see how the eightfold degeneracy is lifted, it is necessary for the plot to give eight different points for different eight solutions. In Ref. [1] it was shown that the solution given by P (ν µ → ν e ) =const. and P (ν µ →ν e ) =const. gives a hyperbola in the (sin 2 2θ 13 , 1/s 2 23 ) plane in most cases, as is shown in Fig.1(a) , so that this plot is useful to see how the eightfold degeneracy is resolved.
It is expected that the JPARC experiment will measure the oscillation probabilities P (ν µ → ν e ) and P (ν µ →ν e ) at |∆m 2 31 |L/4E = π/2. Here I would like to discuss how the eightfold degeneracy is resolved by an additional experiment. From the JPARC experiment on ν µ → ν e and ν µ →ν e at |∆m 2 31 |L/4E = π/2, we can deduce the value of the CP phase δ up to the eightfold ambiguity. The trajectories given by the JPARC experiment at |∆m 2 31 |L/4E = π/2 turn out to be straight lines. For each value of δ, from the third experiment on ν µ → ν e (or ν µ →ν e ) one obtains a unique trajectory in the (sin 2 2θ 13 , 1/s 2 23 ) plane. Putting the trajectories of the third and JPARC experiments together in the (sin 2 2θ 13 , 1/s 2 23 ) plane, we find that (i) in general it is difficult to resolve the θ 23 ambiguity as is shown in Fig.1(b) (this is not the case with the silver channel ν e → ν τ ), (ii) the third experiment with longer baseline and lower energy re- 
